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Digital twin is a living model that is continuously refined by data from its real-world counterpart 

Our objective for digital twins is to replicate real manufacturing 
systems from command inputs through data stream outputs

A digital twin is the confluence of 
physics-based models, sensing, and 
advanced analytics:

• Intrinsically evolves from in-situ and ex-
situ data streams

• Replicates machine health and aging 
behavior, providing actionable insights on 
lifetime performance

• Reduces time, risk, and cost associated 
with process development and training
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Digital Twin 

Real Twin 

System Control:

System Input

Continuous Refinement
Via Data Exchange

Optimizations
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De-risk complex toolpath

We are actively exploring numerous applications for Digital Twins for 
our DIW manufacturing systems.

Virtual Fabrication and MetrologyOperator Training
Creating simulated parts

Increasing Digital Twin Fidelity

As Digital Twins evolve and improve, new use cases continue to arise and deliver value.
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We are developing a modular approach, combining custom code from 
LLNL and commercially available tools

Print File

Firmware Printer Real Part
Virtual Firmware Virtual Printer Virtual Part

'Real' toolpath, executed on a Digital Twin of a fabrication system, produces a Digital Part
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Leveraging Digital Twin Fabrication Data
to Create 3D Representations of Components

DT manufacturing can predict as-built components, inform process improvement, and signal approaching errors. 

Extract Point Cloud and Extruder Values 
from Encoder Data

-
These values provide enough information 

to create a 3D as-built reconstruction.

Create 3D Reconstruction
with Creation Software

-
Fused deposition modeling ‘FDM’ parts are 

reconstructed with a spline and diameter derived 
from DT data to represent extruded filament.*

Measure the Diameter at 
Specified Location or Specific Point

-
Confirm the diameter is correctly 

dimensioned in a standard CAD package to 
validate reconstruction process.

X, Y, Z, Extruder, + more

*Additional effort is being routed to more accurately model extruded filament. 

Increased 
sampling rates

Open-Source

Digital Twin Machine Encoder Data

Simplified Examples
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Digital twin fabrication provides an ‘offline’ method to rapidly improve the manufacturing process.

Early-stage digital twins already provide insights into fabrication 
processes.
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3D Representation Predicts Real Component

Digital twin fabrication provides an ‘offline’ method to rapidly improve the manufacturing process.

3D Representation 
of As-Built AM Component

Capture Fine Details and 
the Nuances of the 

Manufacturing Process

Metrology Data Quantifies 
the Deviations from Nominal

Real component 
demonstrates surface 
topology predicted by 
digital twin 
fabrication
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Digital twins for inspection: 
RT/DT metrology toolpaths & sensor data are structurally identical

Next generation digital twins that mimic real world uncertainties will be used to optimize inspection speed and data quality
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To define DTs of tools that reflect their RT counterparts, we need 
methods to characterize and compensate them relative to each other
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How can we leverage various datasets to improve process and part 
characterization?

Real Twin Data Digital Twin DataNominal Part

Comparing these data sets first requires registering against the nominal part

Characterization of system 
and sensing modalities to 

reduce uncertainty of 
resulting data

Characterization of system and 
sensing modalities to 

introduce uncertainty to 
resulting data
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Robust registration pipeline that aligns pairs of point clouds

Before Registration After Registration
Rigid body rotation module that 

operates on two arbitrary point clouds

Nominal

Colle
cte

d Data

Registered clouds in same 
coordinate reference frameDataset pairs can be readily compared after registration
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Our data structure encompasses everything about confocal scan measurements in a general 
way

Real T
win

Vy Vz

Digi
tal T

win

Surface normal field

We capture several key parameters that impact Chromatic Confocal measurement fidelity

Horizontal sensor velocity, Vx
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Point cloud comparisons are key to part and process characterization, digital twin refinement, 
and process optimization

Real Twin

If Real – Digital = 0, digital twin is perfect
If Real – Digital ≠ 0, we want to leverage 

real data to improve digital twin

This represents the virtual measurement.

This comparison is useful when evaluating 
various fabrication-inspection in a virtual 

environment when DT is accurate

This represents the actual measurement.

Real Twin

Digital  Twin

Nominal

Nominal

Digital Twin
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Rapid training of digital twins via integrated corrective ML layer

Accelerated AI-enabled digital twin development for performance optimization

ML layer provides
real-time compensation

Train on RT Data

Digital Twin Data

Real Twin Data

Revamped Digital Twin Data
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Digital twins have already found direct applications for speeding 
process development and reducing risk at LLNL

Digital twins will make our enterprise more agile, enabling process optimization while minimizing machine downtime.

Collision DetectionSimulate Mfg. / Metrology

• Validate metrology routines
• Develop tool paths without risk 

to high-value components
• Research and development 

efforts can be performed 
offline and remotely

• Serves as a learning platform 
for new and experienced 
employees
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Test ArtifactTest Artifact
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Crash detection capabilities in digital twin 

Digital twins create low risk environment for program validation and new hire training.
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Test Artifact
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Debugging complex multi-axis systems in a risk free, simulated 
environment in order to speed up development

Virtual Real

Input Commands
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Simulating multi-axis additive manufacturing process
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Same errors predicted with Digital Twin
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Test Artifact

Test Artifact
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Turning simulation into simulated printed parts
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DTs improve our ability to move more responsively, and exciting 
new applications are arising continuously 

Training

Developing Twins of 
Conventional Manufacturing 

Tools

Advanced tools for continuous 
twin refinement

Flaw prediction

Collision detection

Digital twins have a steadily expanding role in the way we look at manufacturing development projects.
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Digital twin is a living model that is continuously refined by data 
from its real-world counterpart 

Digital Twin 

Real Twin 

System Control:
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System Input

Continuous Refinement
Via Data Exchange
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Application of DTs have increased our responsiveness and 
adaptiveness in today’s landscape
Virtual Fabrication and Metrology Operator Training

Creating simulated parts

De-risk complex toolpath

By leveraging digital twins, we have sped up and de-risked our development cycle. 
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Option of simulating realistic behavior in confocal

Digital Twin Data

Stage dynamics

Surface reflection effects

Data timing errors
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Simulating 5-axis prints 
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Test Artifact
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Surface Predictions Provide Quantitative Feedback

As the DTs and 3D representations mature, they will aid in qualifying system processes.
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LLNL is developing “digital twins” of physical hardware systems and 
leveraging them for photogrammetry optimization

A digital twin enables massively parallelized testing.

Actual component

Digital component

Optimal configuration 
implemented for final 

data collection.

Parameter set 
optimized via virtual 

testing.

*Digital twin of Aerotech motion system in the Advanced Manufacturing Laboratory (AML)
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Digital twin is a living model that is continuously refined by data 
from its real-world counterpart 

Digital Twin Real Twin 

System Control:

Real Data

Optim
izations

System Inputs

“Internet of Things”
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Mimicking real time data handling

=

Motion 
Command 

Virtual 
Measurement

Motion 
Command 

Real 
Measurement

Digital Twin Real Twin XY Zero Program

Digital twins can mimic real time processes, allowing developers to run real time simulations to debug complex toolpaths.
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Our objective for digital twins is to replicate real manufacturing 
systems from command inputs through data stream outputs

A digital twin is the confluence 
of physics-based models, 
sensing, and advanced analytics:

• Intrinsically evolves from in-situ and 
ex-situ data streams

• Replicates machine health and aging 
behavior, providing actionable insights 
on lifetime performance

• Reduces time, risk, and cost 
associated with process development 
and training

Inputs and outputs of a digital twin are indistinguishable from real-world counterparts
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Implementing DTs at the laboratory and production scale 
which leverages different degrees of DT fidelity 
Virtual Fabrication and Metrology Operator Training

Creating simulated parts

Increasing Digital Twin Fidelity

De-risk complex toolpath

Digital twins developed in the LDRD space have found direct application in programmatic Direct Ink Write
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Quick visuals to debug metrology toolpath

• Toolpaths can be plotted out to visualize 
metrology. 

• Determined part was clocked incorrectly, 
turns out machine had X and Y axis 
reversed.

• Heat map from resulting point cloud
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Digital twin system implementation

A digital twin attempts to mimic not only the components of the system but also the way these components interact.

Di
gi

ta
l T

w
in

Re
al

 S
ys

te
m

Computer 
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Fast implementation to other systems 

• Able to scale DT capabilities to 
other Aerotech machines easily 
using same communication 
methods

• Received CAD for motion system 
from Michael Grapes

One day turnover
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Real world measurements benefit from insights gathered under 
idealized conditions

Digital twins offer low-risk virtual environments for optimizing toolpaths and streamlining data management.
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Digital Twin vs Simulation

Software: User 
Interface

Inverse 
Kinematics 
Calculations

Motor Encoder 
Values

Link Length

New Machine 
Position

A Digital Twin attempts to mimic every aspect of the real system as closely as possible.  

Digital Twin Traditional Simulation

Software: 
Backend Inverse 

Kinematics 
Calculations

Link Length

New Machine 
Position
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